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IMPORTANT NOTE!
This eNEWS is interactive. If you are
reading this document on your
computer you have access to links!
Any email or web address is a link.
If you click on them, they will open.
PLUS...This icon

denotes other

kinds of links. Click on them and be
transported. Easy!

NORTH GATHERING: Beyond the Known
WWRL Annual Meeting & Wisdom Council

WEAVE THE WEB
Check out the Red Lodge Monthly
Calendar often. And, if you are a Red
Lodge member, it’s easy to upload
events you want to share, opportunities
that inspire you and would interest
others in our community. It’s as rich as
we make it. www.wwrl.org/Calendar.aspx
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SUNDAY Dec 7,2008 10:45 AM–4:45 PM
Hanna’s Barn on Vashon Island
For our fourth Medicine Wheel Gathering in 2008, Red Lodge members
and friends are welcome to join us Sunday, December 7 at Hanna’s Barn
on Vashon. Entering this white-walled, golden-floored barn studio is a
wonderfully Zen treat: the wide, open space beckons all who enter to
move beyond our minds and listen for the wisdom of body and soul.
In February of 2005, members of the Red Lodge Working Group met in
this fertile barn space and came to consensus to form a non-profit
organization based on 15 Principles we share. Returning to meet in this
space brings us full circle. What a journey we’ve been on!
This year’s Annual Meeting celebrates our successes in 2008, honors
the contributions and visions of our Board and Councils, welcomes
incoming Board and Council members and includes a special way to
witness and express our gratitude for each and every member. Council
Chairs will be on hand to welcome new Council members, our
Mother Drum will be there, as will our Red Lodge Elders, offering
to answer questions and share in a Wisdom Hoop.
BRING a sack lunch, a mug and a warm jacket or blanket for tea
break in the open air. Some cushions andsheepskins are there,
bring a chair or pillow if you need one.
$5 DONATION requested for facility rental and Hearth Jar donations
are always welcome! For directions, contact ktna@wwrl.org.
The Red Lodge board meets in late afternoon/evening on Saturday,
December 6. This is an open meeting, and all are welcome.
Contact chair@wwrl.org for info.
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JOINING RED LODGE COUNCILS
As 2009 approaches, Lodge Sisters are warmly invited to join a Council,
especially
Communications or
Program Council. Joining a Council is a way
to offer your gifts, learn new skills, make new friends and deepen relationships
as you learn more about Red Lodge from the inside. Fun and rewarding, serving
on a Council is a fulfilling way to connect with community year ’round.

Bring Your
Wisdom to

Red Lodge Councils are the blood that courses through the heart of the
organization. We encourage members to circulate through and invigorate our
Councils so our programs and communications continue to be fresh and lively.
No doubt about it now, our world is changing profoundly. As a communitybased, grass-roots organization, Red Lodge is on the cutting edge of sparking
transformation with our models for organizational structure, leadership, conflict
evolution and sustainability. Our community has danced together for 20 years,
and now Red Lodge creates year-round opportunities to connect, deepen, and
grow together as we serve. Ours is a powerful call to life. Is it time for you to
step in closer?

PHOTO ©Eagle in Mist by WWRL Member Julie Taylor. www.julietaylorphotography.com

the Nest

ELIGIBILITY Council Members must be Lodge Sisters. Familiarity with our
community and previous participation in Red Lodge events is helpful as we
share common language, values, and experience. And, we are open to
welcoming new women to join Red Lodge Councils. You don’t necessarily have
to live in the Northwest to serve in some Council positions…AND, the Women’s
Leadership Fund exists to help women become Lodge Sisters and attend
gatherings to participate in and learn about Red Lodge leadership.
COMMITMENT of a WWRL Council Member is to participate in Council
conference calls and in-person meetings as arranged by the Council Chair and
attend spring and fall Red Lodge Wisdom Councils (the fall gathering is the
WWRL Annual Meeting). These meetings are folded into two of our four
Medicine Wheel Gatherings. Council Member presence at all four Medicine
Wheel Gatherings is encouraged. Familiarity and comfort (or willingness to
become so) with email correspondence, uploading and downloading files, and
communicating via conference calls is helpful. Council Members represent Red
Lodge to their families, friends, communities and business/work colleagues.
Advocacy, networking and outreach are important Council Member roles.
CONTACT Julia Bear Heart: Interested in joining Communications or Program
Council? Please read the
descriptions, check out the additional website links
listed below and feel free to contact Julia Bearheart at nominations@wwrl.org or
by phone 360-459-4001 to talk about what Council service entails. At our
December Wisdom Council and Annual Meeting, SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7
ON VASHON ISLAND, new members of Councils will be welcomed. Your
participation in this process, your energy and willingness to serve in leadership
roles in Red Lodge, and your investment and engagement with the vision,
mission and purpose of Red Lodge are deeply appreciated!
FOR MORE INFO
Join Red Lodge Leadership in 2009
Vision Mission Purpose
15 Principles
Leadership in Red Lodge
Meeting Structure/Decision Making
WWRL Organizational Structure
Herstory and Welcome Packet
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COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL

PROGRAM COUNCIL

(3-5 members + Chair) is responsible for fostering good
communication both within the community and beyond.
CC assists the Board and all Board Councils with disseminating
information to the Red Lodge community
and promoting and marketing Red Lodge programs,
publications, products, member outreach and fundraising drives
to the larger world. CC works to address and create image,
branding, and graphics in accordance
with the vision, mission, purpose and
core values of Red Lodge. The Council
is responsible for developing and
managing the WWRL website including
the interactive monthly calendar,
publication of eNEWS and the
Monthlies, and maintaining the
organization’s database. This Council is
the structural foundation that supports
the interweaving of our way of being
together and stepping into our
passion, power and heart.

(7-9 members + Chair) The work of the Program Council is
bringing the dream to ground. As the primary vehicle for sharing
our ways out into the world, the Council develops and produces
programs. The Program Council may create programs itself and
works to help Red Lodge members manifest their dreams and
visions in accordance with Red Lodge short and long-term
program goals. The Program Council takes the lead in
developing the annual calendar of Red
Lodge activities. Program Council
members work with other volunteers to
produce Red Lodge programs, solicit
and encourage facilitators to offer Red
Lodge-sponsored workshops, and
encourage Red Lodge members’
interactive use of the Red Lodge web
calendar. As Red Lodge programs
evolve, this Council works to set and
maintain standards of quality that are
consistent with the vision, mission,
purpose and core values of Woman’s
Way Red Lodge.

Communications Council is about connection and learning how
to reach out to those around you as we serve Red Lodge and
beyond. Members strive to expand the willingness to learn, ask
questions, and be present; to explore creativity; to nurture deep
connections within Red Lodge; and to collaborate on ideas and
problem solving. Computer use is required as it is helpful to be
proficient with MS Word and email including attachments. It is
helpful to have some familiarity with Excel, PowerPoint, and
Access, and a willingness to learn how to use and work with the
web. Basic writing and design skills are also very handy.

PHOTO ©Tranquility by WWRL Member Julie Taylor.
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Creativity…

Community…
Service…

Connection…

Soul-Centering…

Program Council is an inspiring, fun, and important place
to invest energy. It calls for creative minds, imagination,
collaborative energies, and the manifestation of concrete results.
Any Red Lodge member who has willingness, time, enthusiasm,
and the ability to follow through with commitments will be an
asset to this work. It involves creativity and collaboration with
huge potential for leaning into intimacy, growing relationships,
and learning skills as well as the satisfaction and reward of being
part of the circle and contributing to making our dream real.

page three for more information

DON’T WANT TO JOIN A COUNCIL?
You are invited to consider leaning in a little closer to Red Lodge. Your energy and skills would be
helpful and appreciated! We would like to know now if you can step in next year. Early in November,
every Red Lodge Member will be emailed our 2009 Sustaining Red Lodge Survey which lists many
specific ways members can offer to help in the coming year. Please take a few minutes to reply to
next year’s feast of possibilities and send us your feedback!
Red Lodge is so exciting and alive. What we have done together this year is resoundingly successful!
We are in a great place–financially, organizationally–with really successful events and programs, and
we are making a difference in people’s lives. Together, we have created a solid foundation, and this
wild goose is set for an amazing journey. As the excitement and energy of the initial creation phase
passes, these are particularly critical years to keep afloat. We do need your help.
To reflect on how you might be able to help Red Lodge, start by thinking of what nurtures you. Your
skills and gifts are unique and can guide you to particular projects you would enjoy. We are asking
each member to consider your part in this beautiful whole, as you personally affirm the sustainability
of Red Lodge. The 2009 Sustaining Red Lodge Survey offers many ways for members to loop in to the
creation of Medicine Wheel Gatherings, Workshops, Friendraising Events and Mother Drum offerings,
our publications, Women’s Hoops, as well as a way for you to offer your feedback on an exciting idea
percolating to support right livelihood for Red Lodge while sharing the talents of our members.
Let us hear from you now! Find a way that works for you to support WWRL in moving forward. Please
complete our survey by November 22 so we can pool your input and share what’s cooking at our Annual
Meeting on Vashon, DEC 7. If you did not receive a survey, we’ll send one pronto; contact ktna@wwrl.org.
We look forward to gathering members at our
Red Lodge Wisdom Council/Annual Meeting,
Sunday, December 7, at Hanna’s Barn on Vashon Island (for directions, contact ktna@wwrl.org). There
will be an open board meeting the night before—all are welcome. At Sunday’s meeting, we ask for
solid commitments so we can plan for next year. Know how grateful we are for the abundance we
4
share with each other!

Heart Beat for Peace

AT THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT

WOMEN GATHER TO DRUM FOR THE EARTH

Our Red Lodge sisters Sarah, Amy Seawolff and Zora Star traveled to Washington, DC,
to participate in Drum the Heart, Heal the Earth which was organized by our sister Eli
Painted Crow and Turtle Women Rising. This gathering called women from all parts of
the world to make a stand for peace and earth healing and be seen connecting our
heartbeats with the heartbeat of Mother Earth. From October 10–13, women, men and
children responded to the call. A sacred space was created near the Washington
Monument with tipi, altar, fire and Mother Drum tended and nurtured for the entire
time. Throughout the four-day event, prayer ties accumulated to mark the circle. 35 to
40 people formed the core group which held the energy through the vigil with many,
many people joining in and wandering through. In DC, a public announcement marked
the time when the Red Lodge Mother Drum’s voice began to connect in from Burton
Hill. Otter Woman’s voice also joined the Heartbeat for Peace from Olympia, and there
were many other community drumming circles gathered in alliance with this call. Eight
of the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers arrived in a cavalcade on Monday to bless the
event and lead the concluding ceremony. There is a beautiful video on you tube – the
steady sound of the Mother Drum throughout and clear views of Sarah and Barbara:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_W5bdX6IDY
To read an online article about the event, please visit: http://tinyurl.com/6gn6u4
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a tribute to Drai Bearwomyn

By Sage Abella

This community calls us to walk our medicine, share our
talents, step out into creating new projects when we aren’t
even sure what stepping out means. Since the beginning of
Red Lodge, Drai Bearwomyn has been sharing her graphic
design talents. In December 2008, she moves on to opening
her life up to develop new personal abilities and leaves space
for other women to step into the role of sharing their gifts.
As Drai talked about the story of her Red Lodge journey, the
conversation wove in and out of other ideas, interspersed with
irreverence and laughter and does that make us different than
other animals? If we wore fishing vests and filled the pockets
with kits and sacred objects would that make us ready for
anything in life? Mostly her story is about being ready for
anything. It is about stepping in to match a personal idea with
a community need; then doing that dance with other women
until something manifests itself.
Drai began at the birthing of this entity called Red Lodge. She
started sharing her skills when there were women gathering
together having conversations about what could be. She
suggested an online newsletter. She worked with Peg Redfoot
until the ideas fashioned themselves into business branding.
She took Red Lodge out into the world. Connor shares,
“Drai's amazing talent and gift for marketing, beauty, weaving
the old with the new, brought a level of sophistication and
brightness to the message of Red Lodge through eNEWS. It
gave us a visibility we didn't have before.”
There are so many levels of gifting. Drai was committed to
creating a vehicle that would keep the community educated
and involved, that would serve both the leadership and group
needs. She wove together the policies and business end with
the juicier stuff (Who’da Thunk It?- where women shared
unexpected stories from their lives, Book Look, Sister’s Soul
Food, artwork and storytelling about the community). She
created logos, business cards, membership packets, Festival
posters and advertising brochures.
“These offerings have been so important in establishing Red
Lodge credibility as a bona fide entity in the world. They have
attracted people to us, and they have helped us

Autumn © Joy Weick

Walk Our Medicine
communicate our message and our dreams and our vision
with honesty, depth and integrity,” says Mary.

Communicating inside this group of women is a key reason
Drai got involved. She shares that Long Dance gives all of us
such huge personal gifts that we are encouraged to give back
inside Red Lodge. It’s important work in this world, the
Woman’s Way. Drai says the pleasure in being a part of Red
Lodge is in: the gifting back, working on projects to get to
know people deeper, hearing women’s stories, transparency
and civility between each other, watching the amazing and
challenging way communication goes, being inside an
organization that teaches us to see how the Woman’s Way
functions in a mainstream setting.
At the same time, eNEWS “also helped bring about a
conversation about money where it wasn't the evil sister, so
to speak. Encouraging women to advertise their ‘right
livelihood’ venues also raised some needed funds for
eNEWS,” Connor reflects.
Working within a group of peers has been a big part of Drai’s
offering. Right away she shared a gratefulness to three
women: Peg for being side-by with all the ideas in the
beginning; Norleen for her willingness to learn and problem
solve the website issues she had no experience in; Kristina for
researching the new technology to offer the “Monthlies”
through email. Drai says that the willingness of women to step
into totally new skill sets has brought forward solutions that
have opened the door for her to step out into what she wants
to tend in her own life right now.
Drai, we all thank you for the richness of your offerings, for
your courage and outspokenness in things that matter, for the
endless amounts of hours you’ve shared to fashion a beautiful
face for Red Lodge, for encouraging others to stand up and
learn new skills.

Drai, you’ve created ripples that will go out into this
community and the world for a long time to come.
We are blessed by your stepping up, your speaking out, your
consistent carrying forward. Thank you so much for all you
have offered up, and all you continue to share.
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By Peg Hopkins
It is a pleasure and an honor to write about Norleen Brave
New Heart. Her service to our Red Lodge community has
been enormous! Her involvement started way back when
Red Lodge was not yet ‘official.’ She was part of the Red
Lodge Working Group in 2004. She was part of the
leadership committee working on the leadership form that is
used by Red Lodge today. She attended the first Wisdom
Council at Marsha’s grandmother’s house, was part of
creating the first eNEWS and served on the first board as
Chair of the Communications Council in 2005.
And then she really started with her vision of a Red Lodge
website. She showed up in a big way, willing and excited to
learn more about website development. I worked with
Norleen as part of the Communications Council, and it was
there that I really witnessed Norleen’s gifts and talents
firsthand.
Every organization needs a ‘Norleen’…truly!! Her mind is a
wonder to behold, and she is a delight to collaborate with.
She rolled up her sleeves, determined to learn how to
create a first class website. We have all enjoyed the results
of this determination. What not all of us are aware of are the
hundreds and hundreds of hours Norleen spent learning
and experimenting in the quiet early morning hours at her
home. She has a mind that sees the big view and then sees
the multitude of steps and details to achieve the results
desired. She lays out all this in a way that is logical, doable
and understandable for the rest of us.

community at a time when our foundation was not firmly
established.
Norleen and I collaborated again on the development of
the online event calendar in use today. I had no idea of the
complexity involved creating such a tool. I knew how I
wanted it to work and the look of it…but that’s the easy
part. I still appreciate her patience and willingness to
educate me in all the steps needed ‘behind the scenes’ of a
web service like our calendar. Her attention to detail and
step by step by step process sometimes frustrated me, but
that was exactly what was needed to accomplish our goals.
Similarly I have come to deeply appreciate her
thoughtfulness of speech and action. Her counsel often
offered me the wisdom I needed to lead and contribute well
for Red Lodge.
I’ve written about her considerable skills and abilities. But
Norleen’s contribution truly lies within her heart and deep
love for our community. She has brought her huge heart to
all that she has given to us. Her sense of service runs deep
and was offered quietly as she gave of herself over and over
and over again.

When we were creating eNEWS, Norleen sat down and
created a flow chart depicting how information and tasks
moved from sister to sister. At the time there were over
seven of us involved in publishing each issue, and it could
be mind boggling! Her chart gave us what we needed to do
our parts well. I remember sitting at my computer grinning
from ear to ear when I saw her work.
Red Lodge, like other organizations, needs systems to
ensure ease and clarity for all involved. Norleen is a master
at this and placed her considerable skills in service to our
10

Our website and publications are the world's window on Red Lodge,
and as a new friend of Red Lodge recently remarked, we've done a
great job of letting our Essence shine through on the website. Many
thanks to Norleen, Web Weaver, and Drai, Graphic Artist, who for the
past several years have helped us launch our organization so splendidly!
Communications Council is now seeking both a new Web Weaver and
Graphic Artist. Know anyone who has these skills and might love to
come aboard and grow with us at an exciting time in Red Lodge
development? Please contact ktna@wwrl.org.

RED LODGE SEEKS
NEW WEB WEAVER
AND GRAPHIC
ARTIST

In both cases, familiarity and experience with the required
software is ideal. And, Red Lodge is willing to purchase the
necessary software and pay for training. Both positions are
open to women and men. If you know of someone who could
help us, or have ideas about how to fill these important
positions, do please contact ktna@wwrl.org.

GRAPHIC ARTIST
Brings beauty, color, and radiant pzazz to our
publications, posters, and membership materials.
Follows established WWRL branding guidelines and
works with Communications Council to update
branding as needed. Holds archives of WWRL
graphics. Works with eNEWS editor to complete
layout of quarterly magazine-length eNEWS.
Collaborates with Program Council to design event
flyers and with the Board to design membership
brochures and welcome materials. Current graphics
archives and templates use Mac-based Quark and
PhotoShop software; future use may involve transfer
to other graphic design software. It will depend on
who steps up.
If you would like to talk to Drai about the “ins
and outs” of this job, designer to designer,
contact goddessdrai@earthlink.net. She’s happy
speak with you.

WEB WEAVER
Holds the overview of WWRL
website content and style
and manages the backend of
all our web-based systems.
Uses Windows-based
software (Macromedia
Contribute, Office Pro and
Adobe InDesign and
Dreamweaver) to maintain
website and create web
pages as needed, working
closely with Program Council
and publications editors to
post timely announcements
about upcoming events and
programs. Collaborates
through Communications
Council with the Board as we
envision and implement new
features of the website.
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!LOOK WHAT WE DID...
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What’s up with Red Lodge, you ask? Oooeee, oh yeah! It’s a happening thing. Just
take a minute to reflect on all we did
together in 2008…it’ll blow you away!

We dreamed and manifested Medicine
Wheel Gatherings to celebrate the four
directions ground Red Lodge in grass-roots,
community-based gatherings, align with
seasons and nature, share teachings and
deepen our connections with Medicine
Wheel teachings, and empower
communities with friendly witnessing of each
other. The East and North Gatherings
include Wisdom Councils for business and
information exchange with members and
also bring others closer in to experience
how we work together.
The number of members willing to be in
service to Red Lodge is awesome. At East,
South, and West Gatherings, at the Vashon
Friendraiser, with drum circles and sweat
lodges and hoop meetings and workshops,
numerous women and men pitched in to
make our programs and events successful.
Behind the scenes, the commitment to our
organizational business, our
communications tools, our website, and our
growing library of resource materials is the
result of many hands, heads and hearts.
While our best guestimate for finances
originally predicted a net loss for 2008, the
board set intention and joined in meditation
towards earning more money than we spent.
Current projections show that Red Lodge
will show a net income for the first time this
year! an astonishing achievement for a twoyear-old, non-profit organization.
Following the 9-month, intergenerational
women’s hoop begun in 2007, we produced
a step-by-step guide, Weaving the Hoop
that Connects, which inspired women in
Enumclaw to create their own hoop,
building connection and healing and
bringing a whole new group of women into
active Red Lodge participation. We
strengthened the bridge between Red
Lodge and the original Vashon hoop
members who continued meeting in 2008 as
a Hoop of Service. The women completed
earth steward work, assisted with several
Red Lodge celebrations, and engaged in
service to homeless women.
Conflict Evolution Council built skills through
training and workshops and provided
practice of these skills to council members.
CEC shared a participatory exercise to grow
our abilities for effective communication at

the East Gathering, and members model
honoring all life – the messy as well as the
easy. CEC helps broaden our participation in
and appreciation for the differing ways we
show up.
Our regular monthly drum circles doubled
this year as the Plateau Area drummers
started another Red Lodge gathering, and
the Olympia Women’s Drum circle continues.
We held women’s sweat lodge ceremonies
and provided Red Lodge help at work
parties to tend the lodge. A number of
gatherings were organized around the
medicine of the Mother Drum, and we
deepened our knowledge of drum teachings
and traditions. The power of the drum was
evident when a secretary and two treasurers
were called in to fill board positions!
We responded to input from readers and to
wise use of our own energy and resources
by scheduling quarterly publication of
eNEWS and initiating the Monthlies. With
the same high quality that has marked our
Red Lodge communications (thank you Drai
and Norleen!), we take great care and pride
in our commitment to weaving the web
among our geographically dispersed
community by utilizing our website and
electronic technology to share our message
effectively.
We held two successful workshops – a
drum-making session and instruction in
batiking on silk. Willow and Julia are raring
to do more, and both drew new people to
connect with Red Lodge. We also promoted
right livelihood for members with the
opportunity to showcase and sell handmade
work at West Gathering, with a very wellreceived session with Kimber Songweaver,
and by utilizing Emilia’s fabulous green, local
and organic catering. In addition our
commitment to sustainability broadened this
year into a more concerted and conscious
effort to bring recycling and wise use of
resources to all Red Lodge events.
We began to experience the validation of
anecdotal stories about how Red Lodge is
changing people’s lives. One young man (17
years old), inspired by the 24-hour Solstice
Drumming at our South Gathering and his
participation in the Burton Hill Lodge,
sought guidance from mentors to create and
follow through on his own vision of a
personal retreat. Throughout the year, Red
Lodge membership held steady, with most
women renewing and a steady stream of
new members joining. Our first men joined
the Support Circle. The membership

materials and process were updated and
streamlined, improving ease and consistency.
The Vashon Friendraiser with Jami Sieber
performing was an awesome success! We
made lots of friends, introduced our drum to
a new community of people, shared a great
opportunity for new people to interact with
Red Lodge, and enjoyed an extraordinary
concert. One local said, “That wasn’t a
concert. That was a very mysterious and
magical community EVENT!”
Through our commitment to service
projects, we provided a business start-up
loan to an African woman, and the woman is
well on her way to paying it back. When
things got rocky in Kenya, individual women
and Red Lodge put together care packages
to support Joanne in the Peace Corp there.
At Chalice’s request, Red Lodge provided
support to homeless and at-risk women in
Seattle. Red Lodge offered a small financial
pledge to support Eli Painted Crow and
Turtle Women Rising in organizing the 4-day
drumming vigil in Washington DC; three
Red Lodge women financed their own
journeys to participate, and we are looking
forward to hearing their stories. Men and
women in different communities here in the
NW drummed in alliance with the DC
gathering; the Red Lodge Mother Drum’s
voice was heard echoing through the
autumn sunshine on Burton Hill and was
recognized by public announcement on the
lawn at the Washington Monument.
At the core, the Red Lodge board and
councils proved adept at learning from
activities that didn’t work as well as hoped
for. There was conscious practice of
enoughness: we paid attention to where the
energy was and resisted forcing things. We
supported each other in recognizing our
own personal ebb and flow through the year.
We shared and learned life skills grounded in
the woman’s way. We navigated conflict
effectively, and we were motivated to do
things we never imagined we could do!
No time to rest on our laurels, mind you,
we’re shaking out our feathers and getting
ready to fly into 2009! AND, it’s inspiring to
sit right in the middle of all we created
together just in this year. Breathe it in,
remember, re-connect, reflect, let it flow, let
it feed you. If you liked what happened in
2008, get ready for more. If you missed out,
know that we missed you too, and we look
forward to welcoming you to Red Lodge
events next year!
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A New Way

to join the Red Lodge Board

Two new At-large Trustee positions have been opened for
the 2009 Red Lodge Board. Along with the five Board
Members continuing their service into 2009, these At-large
Trustees will help hold the bowl and the vision for Red
Lodge. The At-large commitment is to join board calls,
meetings and retreats and help with the overall business
and the big perspective of Red Lodge. This would not
involve joining a council or undertaking officer
responsibilities. At-large Trustees may enjoy assisting with
council activities as the needs evolve, and you have time
and energy and feel drawn to participate.
Thankfully, Mariah Winddancer has already stepped in as an
At-large Trustee for 2009. Mariah brings board experience
through her service as the Ad-hoc Long Dance
Representative and her involvement with many Red Lodge
activities. Mariah writes, “This would feed me, and I would
be growing as I give back. So my answer is yes, even as I
feel the light breeze of shivery excitement invisibly caress
my skin, causing goosebumps to appear.”
The second At-large position remains open, and we
welcome inquiries. We are very hopeful that another Lodge
Sister will be called to join the board. Without a doubt, 2009
will be an exciting year as the excitement and success we
created together in our gatherings this year inspire, inform
and propel us into this amazing trajectory that is Red
Lodge! Please contact Mary at chair@wwrl.org to talk about
what it means to join the board as an At-large member.
Here is a brief description: At-large Board Member (up to
2): Commit to bring her natural gifts and develop her
leadership skills as she attends monthly Board conference
calls, Spring and Fall Wisdom Councils and January and
September Board retreats. Join with other trustees to hold
the bowl/center/ overview of Red Lodge. Possible tasks
could include centering/closing meetings, handling logistics
for board retreats, helping with Wisdom Councils, writing
for WWRL publications to communicate organizational info
to members, etc. May assist with Red Lodge events and
lend a hand to projects she is personally interested in. Not
required to serve on a Council. May choose to mentor for a
specific Board Role in the following year.
All Lodge Sisters are eligible to serve on the Red Lodge
Board. The Women’s Leadership Fund exists to help women
interested in leadership opportunities become Lodge
Sisters and attend gatherings to participate in and learn
about Red Lodge leadership.
Serving on the Red Lodge Board is rewarding, fun, and a
great opportunity to learn and grow in community and in
leadership. Red Lodge is a source to feed our souls. It sparks
creativity, service and connection. It ripples out into our lives
in wondrous ways, nourishing others, certainly affecting how
we interact with our world, our work, our relationships.
Please consider what may nurture and serve you and, if this
is a good time to lean in closer to what’s possible with Red
Lodge, contact Mary at chair@wwrl.org.

THE WWRL BOARD FOR 2009
In these formative years, there is ebb and flow in how our
leadership shows up. As we flex with what is, we learn new ways to
move forward with Red Lodge. There is great momentum springing
off of a year that has been nothing short of fabulous! The creative
and connecting energy that has been dreamed in and manifested in
this year’s gatherings and programs is a great springboard to launch
into what’s next. It appears we will end the year with net income for
the first time! Programs and events have been well-attended and
well-received. Working process and relationships have been smooth
and collaborative. It’s exciting to continue!
Here is the slate for the 2009 WWRL Board of Trustees
Chair
Vice-chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Communications Council Chair
Program Council Chair
At-Large
At-Large
Ad Hoc
Elder Council Chair
Conflict Evolution Council Chair
Long Dance Representative

Mary G.L. Shackelford
Cathie Stone
Willow McKean
Kristina Turner
Debbie Fank
Mariah Hoyt

Pam Tillson
jointly-held
tba

The Vice-chair and one At-large position remain open, and your
interest is welcome! Please contact Mary at chair@wwrl.org for
more information.
The call is out to consider joining Red Lodge Councils. In 2009,
Communications and Program Councils will hold the major focus for
our work, with Elder, CEC and Long Dance Rep serving Ad Hoc.
Abundance Council has been re-visioned; there is not yet the energy
to re-form. Both Communications and Program Councils welcome
new energy. See the article on Joining Councils for more information.
We will honor the Trustees and Council Members for 2008 and
welcome the 2009 Red leadership at the year’s final
Wisdom
Council. Whether you are called to step in or not, plan to attend
the Annual Meeting, Sunday, Dec. 7 on Vashon Island. This North
Gathering is a special request for Red Lodge members to
celebrate where we are and look towards what 2009 may hold. Red
Lodge rests within the circle of our members, and this is the time
to share your dreams, ideas, input and feedback.

SALUTATIONS! Welcome New Members!
At the West Gathering, 4 new members joined, and let us know
they greatly appreciate the Moonsongs for the Goddess CD
which is now included in our New Member Packet. Heartfelt
welcome to:
1 Lodge Sister from Seattle, WA
2 Support Sisters from Enumclaw, WA
1 Support Circle Member from Ravensdale, WA
In addition, this is our big renewal time, and 11 Lodge Sisters
have already sent in their commitment as Lodge Sisters.
Welcome all! We greatly appreciate your support.
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WEST GATHERING
Dancing into mystery at the Groves
By Debbie Fank, Program Council chair
The winds of change blew through the West
Gathering Into Mystery on October 4 at Sacred
Groves, creating opportunities for the participants
to go with the flow. And indeed we did. The
Opening Ceremony, begun by Kristina,
highlighted by Marsha’s inaugural presentation of
what the West signifies to her and concluded with
pairing up to share Open Sentences as Kristina led
us into the mystery of connection.
A community potluck lunch followed with a giftgiving to honor and celebrate Norleen for her many
years of extrordinary service to WWRL. Della made
the Red Lodge gift for Norleen of a smudge fan
using pheasant feathers which are a symbol of
community. The box she wrapped it in was a gift in
itself! And Norleen’s enormous contribution as the
creator and weaver of our Red Lodge website
continues to serve us even as she finds other ways
to lean-in.
There was time for shopping and sharing before
there was a songweaving workshop with Kimber
and a djembe workshop with Bill Matthews–during
which the power went out! However, that did not
stop the workshop or the energetic catering crew
of Emilia and Nan who cooked over propane,
occasionally dancing out on the floor in their
aprons! There was a smattering of delightful arts
and crafts booths and a community painting
donated and prepared by Tonia which, by the end
of the day, had developed into a beautiful work
of art. Katie, new to Red Lodge, won the picture
in a drawing.
Kristina created a lovely Red Lodge table with our
updated membership information, eNEWS, the
Monthly, CD’s and her warm presence. Two Lodge
Sisters renewed their membership, and three new
Support Circle Sisters and one new Lodge Sister
joined us. In addition, we covered expenses for
the gathering and earned a little over $100.
Emilia catered the dinner which was eaten by
candlelight. A large circle of nearly 50 women and
a couple of men joined in community circle
dances as Bonnie Lee taught the Elm Dance and
Nan taught the Peace Dance. Then the drumming
of the Mother Drum played long into the night as
stars followed the wind and rain to fill the sky
above the magnificent cedars of Sacred Groves.
The dances were moving as well as fun, and the
time with Mother Drum was so closely attuned,
flowing, intuitively ALIVE. A flow of very connected
energy arose among us from the community
dancing into a full and respectful silence, making
space and reverence for Paula’s first drum beat,
building with all that flow of west emotion in
passion and hunger and despair and desire, and
then softening of its own knowing to return to an
even deeper silence encompassing humility,
compassion, and love. We were complete.

Thank you to Kendra for all these
amazing photos!! spiritalive.net
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Fighting a Personal $ War
and Winning Individual Battles
Decades After Leaving Vietnam
Written by Drai Bearwomyn, based on
an interview with Sandy “Alex” Peterson

left the security of her home for work or
to go to the green grocer. “I wanted to
stay in my house because it was safe
and no one could hurt me there.”
Looking back she remembers “I
became expert at back peddling,
creating reasons, or excuses really,
to not go anywhere at all.” Her
choices were driven by the consuming
“not wanting to come out of the
house feelings.”
“I was totally alone. It is here that I put
on a whole lotta weight sitting around.
Food became my alcohol.”

In 1971, Army Nurse 1st Lieutenant
Sandy Peterson flew overseas, back
home to America. From the plane she
lugged her suitcases plus two arms-full
of “baggage” they didn’t prepare her
for after her tour in Vietnam.
Honorably discharged, but haunted by
fresh & disquieting memories,
unwelcomed by her nation, ignored by
the Red White and Blue-blooded
citizenry…Sandy sought solace.
“I needed to get away from people who
didn’t care about what was going on.
So I found a place for myself in
California.”
For the next 17 years Sandy lived a life
she titles retrospectively as “Full blown
PTSD.” This was a time that PTSD had
not yet been identified or named. Its
implications were misunderstood,
unrecognized, untreated, even scoffed
at and discounted. These traumatized,
undiagnosed and unrequited soldiers
were either told to “pull up their
bootstraps and simply get on with it”,
or often were not acknowledged at all.
Sandy did not seek help. She did not
know how exactly to say what it was she
needed help for. And for years there
was not credible help to be had.
Sandy became a hermit, a recluse. As a
self subscribed solitudinarian she only

Sandy had convinced herself she had
let go of the souls she carried back
from the winds of the South China Sea.
In reality, they clung to her manifesting
repeatedly in her dreams. For these
same 17 years, she was tormented by
one particular anguish, the memory and
nightmares of “the one young pilot I
could not save.” When Sandy arrived at
her post in Vietnam, she was introduced
to the nurse she was to replace. Prior to
leaving, the nurse went to mass with
Sandy. She introduced Sandy to a
young pilot friend and asked Sandy to
“take care of him.”
After the nurse returned stateside, the
pilot went out on a mission, his
helicopter was shot down and the
whole crew died, including the young
pilot. It was this young soldiers demise
and Sandy’s grievous need to apologize
to the nurse for failing her request that
possessed Sandy’s dreamtime hours,
night after night, year after year.
In 1986 Sandy heard about a Veterans
Memorial fund raiser at the local mall.
She chose to leave her house that day
to make a contribution. She walked
up to one of the Veterans, handed
him a donation check, turned and
walked away. Seeing VIETNAM
VETERAN printed on Sandy’s check,
the man’s wife ran after her asking if
they could speak.

“After she learned I was the Vietnam
Veteran, somehow, I suddenly found
myself involved with this group. They
just sort of pulled me in. I started
meeting other vets, I started
volunteering for the fundraiser.”
Sandy joined the local telethon to raise
funds for the Sacramento Veterans
Monument. One day while sitting on
the phone bank, she overheard the
phone conversation of the women
sitting next to her–another female
Veteran that she had not been
introduced to yet. Listening to the
woman speak, Sandy discovered the
woman had served in Vietnam, when
and where…amazingly it was about the
same time and place that Sandy had
served. After the woman ended her call,
Sandy spoke to her…
“That is when the screaming started,
once we realized who each other were.
People came running asking us if we
were okay and what had
happened….Unbelievably, nearly 2
decades later, I was sitting next to the
nurse that I had relieved in Vietnam,
the nurse who had asked me to take
care of the pilot.”
“After much talking and crying, I told
her what had happened to the pilot. I
could not believe it, I finally had the
chance, and I apologized to her. A
week later we were on the 11 o’clock
news telling our story. And I never had
those dreams again.”
At the Sacramento Monument
dedication “60-Minutes” did an
interview with Sandy for their piece
called “Women Vets from 20 years
Ago.” Her segment never aired.
Together, Sandy and the nurse started
fund raising for the monument in
Washington DC. Slowly, Sandy started
coming out of her house for Veterans
parades, fund raisers, dedications and
Veteran gatherings.
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Sandy began to join local and online
groups of Women Vets. She became a
part of The Central Valley Vietnam
Veterans and joined the Stockton
American Legion. She began to find
other women she had served with
online. Through a private, national
group of women Veterans online, she
met a woman named Sarah Blum.
In one of their conversations Sarah
mentioned she had just returned from
our weeklong women’s spiritual retreat.
Having overwhelming feelings that
“This was exactly what I was looking
for”, Sandy inquired further to Sarah,
learned more about the intention and
spirit of the gathering and determined
that yes, she would go. She had one
year to prepare herself for this
adventure away from home.
In 2001 Sandy attended Our Women’s
Gathering, and it did indeed prove to be
exactly what she was looking for. She
found home, sisterhood, connection and
love. She was seen and accepted. Her
life began to further change and heal.
Sandy has attended every year since and
has taken on the name “Alex”
inside of her sisterhood.
“For me, one of the beautiful
parts of this gathering is the
Veterans Ceremony. After so
many years of being
ignored, the love I feel there
is just fantastic. It helps
when the bad times come
around. Sometimes I go to
Veteran reunions with
people I have not seen for
35 years. I find I still have a
hard time leaving them, I
have some of the same

feelings I had when I left them in
Vietnam. One time these feelings put
me in a really bad funk for nearly a
month. It was bad. These things don’t
happen as often as they used to, but
when they do, things like this women’s
Veterans Ceremony and all that love
really help.”
“My PTSD is not nearly as bad as
it used to be. I can thank my
experiences in this women’s
community for that too.”

The Commander had chosen Sandy
“Because I am one of the few women
Veterans in the region and also because
the Commander had been wounded in
Vietnam and holds a deep deep respect
for the nurses.” Sandy said yes.
“The Wall travels with lots of military
protocol. It is amazing. The local
Veterans are asked to be part of the
set up. I could not do the set up that
day, I had to work, and emotionally I
could not be a part of taking it down.

In 2008 Sandy was contacted by the Post
Commander of her local American
Legion. He explained that “The Moving
Wall” was due to tour Stockton. ("The
Moving Wall" is the half-size replica of
the Washington, DC Vietnam Veterans
Memorial and has been touring the
country for more than 20 years. To learn
more about this traveling monument,
visit www.themovingwall.org)

Before the Wall was erected, they had
the Native peoples, the Miwok and
other tribes, come and bless the land.
I was there for that. (One of these
medicine men was the same man I had
requested to come and bless the new
hospital department I had opened the
year before. Both of my experiences
with him over these two years were
powerful and sacred.)

The Post Commander asked Sandy if she
would please be their guest speaker for
the Moving Wall’s Opening Ceremony.

I was invited to the Dignitaries Dinner.
They placed me at a head table next
to the Mayor. Funny, I thought I
recognized him, but had to ask
someone who he was. [laughter].
I even pulled one night of guard duty.
As part of the protocol, wherever the
Wall travels it must be protected.
Generally about 20 Veterans per night
step up for this duty. On my night, I
was posted at the front gate, others
walked the perimeter. It was our job to
keep harm from the Wall and make
sure the respect and the sacredness
were maintained.
On the day of the Opening
Ceremonies we started out in a
parade. They put me in a new red
convertible Mustang, driven by
another vet. I was escorted to the
grounds by 100 Veterans on Harley’s!!
The sound was amazing. It was great!!
[more laughter]
It was a powerful day. A few thousand
people showed up. I was surprised
and pleased. There was singing,
speeches, a fly by with the Missing
Man Formation, the laying of the
wreath.
My son, my niece and my mother were
in attendance. My mother was moved
that I dedicated my speech to my
father. Here is what I spoke…”
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Thank you for inviting me to speak at the
Wall of Healing today. I would like to
dedicate this to my father, a World War II
Veteran who left us this past January. I know
he is here with me in spirit.
For approximately 425 days I served at the 18th
Surgical Hospital in Quang Tri South Vietnam.
For the last 13,000 + days since returning
home, I have lived with the memories of the
sights, sounds, smells and the nightmares of
my tour of duty as an operating room nurse.
My story is similar to that of approximately
7,500–11,000 women who served in country.
I was 21-fresh out of nursing school by
about 10 months–8 of those in the army. The
Army took time to prepare me for Vietnam.
I took basic training in San Antonio, TX.
billeted in a motel. I was then sent to El
Paso for my operating room training–living
in a nice apartment that over looked the
city. We did 8 hour days, Monday–Friday, all
weekends and holidays off. Yes, we were
made ready for Vietnam. Ready for 12 hour
shifts, 6 days a week and ready for the
occasional 24–72 hour shift, where you
would catch a nap between cases, on the
same stretcher that your last patient came
into the OR on.
I arrived in country on a TWA flight that
transported troops. We got on a bus to go
to evac hospital and wait for our transport
up north. The bus we were in had heavy wire
mesh on the windows-in my innocence I
asked why. “Lieutenant, that is to keep the
grenades from getting thru the windows
into the bus”, funny, I don’t remember that
being mentioned in basic training. The next
morning our wake up call was to the sound
of mortar rounds being “walked in”, each
explosion getting closer as they headed to
the air field behind us. In the beginning
those explosions and the never ending gun
fire were frightening, but we soon learned
to accept it as a part of daily life.
Was I ever scared? Scared that as a very
young and inexperienced nurse my skills
were not good enough to save every patient
that came to my OR.
Could I have done more, done something
different? Could I have saved just one
more life? That feeling never goes away and
is ever present in the nightmares that
continue to this day. It haunts me that I can
not remember names–I do however
remember faces.
We all learned about the horrors of war-our
lives changed forever. The average age of
our patients was 19.
I returned home a very old 22 year old. We
returned to a nation tired of war, tired of
death. A nation who in their misguided
concepts blamed those who served.

Many nurses did not share the fact that they
had served, being made to feel ashamed
instead of thanked; being told they didn’t
have the right to their nightmares, to the
depression, not even understanding where
those feelings came from and why; being
told we didn’t have the right to cry; being
told there weren’t any women in Vietnam-so
exactly what was our problem?
This concept has not changed–even today
with the women who are serving in Iraq and
Afghanistan, even today the VA still treats
women differently than men.
After returning home I found that there were
Veteran organizations that only allowed
women to join the auxiliary, not be a
member along side the male Veterans. On
the wall before you are the names of 8
nurses, who like their brothers gave their all.
“Welcome Home Sister.” I first heard those
words approximately 16 years after returning
home at a fund raising event in Weberstown
mall for the memorial in Sacramento. I wrote a
check, and left it there, my checks had Vietnam
Veteran on them. Most who saw them
assumed the Veteran was my husband. This
time however, my fellow vets knew it was me.
The memorial in Sacramento is one of the
first in the nation to honor women that
served in Vietnam.
Finally on 11/11/1993 the nation unveiled a
statue depicting 3 women and a wounded
man, a statue that stands overlooking the
Wall–forever watching over and caring for
those who didn’t come home.
I want all of you who served to know we
volunteered to be there for you. To all who
lost a loved one, be assured they received
the best care we could give; all the love our
hearts had to share, and that we always
made sure there was a nurse by their side,
our pledge that they would not die alone.
Thank you.

After the speech several non-Veteran
people came to talk to Sandy making
comments such as “We didn’t realize
these things happened to the women.”
Together Sandy and Drai talked about
the profundity of those statements 37
years later.
DRAI “Sandy, what you are doing is
important…not just from the ‘Lest We
Not Forget” perspective, but from the
educational perspective. It is proven
here, so many people still do not know.
You are teaching them so they can
learn. You’ve become an educator.”
Sandy agreed and we sat on the phone
together in silence.
_______________

POST INTERVIEW NOTES
FROM THE AUTHOR
I am so pleased that Sandy/Alex is my
beloved crone friend. I am in deep
gratitude that she has entrusted this
story to my hands to write. I am proud
to witness this new chapter of her life. I
think it is, in her case, especially
noteworthy that she travels now,
annually takes a train to Washington
State for Our Annual Women’s
Gathering, has joined a weekly drum
circle, is seeking djembe lessons, went
to pow wow, bought herself a new
frame drum, is building relationships
inside of our community, and is
exploring her Mohawk heritage with
Storm. I do hear that she still has
occasional visits of “not wanting to
come out of the house feelings”….but
it seems to me that she can proudly
hang a shingle that says
“The hermitage is closed
cuz I’m out living!”
When we were done with the interview
I found myself having to step carefully.
I reminded Alex that the original
intention of our article/interview was
ONLY to share the story about her
being a guest speaker at the Moving
Wall. I pointed out that she had just
shared with me a very deep, sorrowful,
powerful tale much larger than we had
agreed upon. I pointed out that she
just shared some of her most private
herstory and asked “Do you want me to
share all this?” Her reply:
“6 or 7 years ago I couldn’t share this
story. Now I can. That is part of the
healing process…That and trusting
who you are sharing with.”
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Who’da Thunk It?
By Kathleen Graf
I had the honor of watching as our Red Lodge elder Sarah Leah
Blum went through final testing for her black belt (shodan) in
Aikido. It takes many years and much practice and dedication to
be able to test in this modality of the martial arts. I hand it to
Sarah for her incredible accomplishment.
The training is a solo journey and only those who have gone
through it will truly appreciate what a feat she has accomplished.
There was little Sarah with her huge heart fending off four people,
one of whom was almost twice her size. Just knowing she was
being tested would bring a lot of anxiety to the forefront, and
Sarah stayed in there and did the very best she could.

WOMAN’S WAY
SWEAT LODGE
Giving Thanks

After the testing Sarah was exuberant: “Today was the day I tested
for my black belt. They threw everything they could at me, and I
stayed relaxed, grounded, centered and responded in the ways
I was trained. I had the very best, most awesome bo
juiwaza,(continuous attacks while I used the bo (a long, round
stick) I have ever seen or done. I did a very good rondori (4 person
attack) and am happy with all that I did.”
At the end of the tests, all of the students did Bo Ikkyo together,
40 consecutive moves with the goal to do it in unison. Then the
students lined up for the presentation of certificates, black belts,
and the hakama. It takes 7-8 years of training to be ready to test
for black belt and that is considered the beginning understanding
of Aikido. After shodan (the Japanese name for black belt), you
can continue to learn, expanding knowledge in Aikido (the way of
harmony) to nidon, godon, rokdon, and on.
I am proud of Sarah, and now, as she says, just having on the black
pants/skirt (hakama) of her achievement gives her a different
feeling of pride and confidence with humility. She did all of this at
the young age of 68 years. My hat is off to you, dear Sarah!

Friday, NOV 28, 9:00 AM
Burton Hill, Vashon Island
Raven will serve as waterpourer. This prayer and
purification ceremony is open to all women. Please
bring towels, blanket or robe to wrap in afterwards,
food to share, your own bowl/utensils/ cup, and a
Hearth Jar donation. You are welcome to bring
drums, rattles, altar items and herbs for the fire. For
more information and/or driving directions contact:
sweatlodge@wwrl.org.

FRIENDLY REMINDER
TO MEMBERS
Updating your personal information, such as
mailing address and e-mail is as easy as 1–2–3.

1
2
3

go to www.wwrl.org
click on “Update Member Info” in the side bar
fill in the blanks and click “submit”

You're done! This keeps us up-to-date as to
your mailing address, phone, and e-mail ensuring
that our notices reach you, such as eNEWS and
other announcements, including membership
renewal notices.
We appreciate you and want to make sure you
are kept informed. So keep us posted!
Questions? Contact: Membership@wwrl.org
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Going to the Top of the Ridge
By Sage Abella

Parallel to the highway are oak and dry,
grass-covered ridges. We are on our
way to a friend’s house for a BBQ. He’s
a bachelor with two teenage sons. The
highlight of an evening there is beef
burgers on the grill in the midst of six
honking geese, computer gaming until
2 a.m., talk of the latest great deal
which happened to be two heads of
cattle for $600 and a tour of his new
surveillance system with six cameras (a
couple aimed into the computer room
down the hill, a couple aimed out into
the empty country fields around his
house). As I’ll be the only woman there,
I wonder what I’ll do with my time.
Jokingly, I say to my partner as we drive
over to our friend’s, “See that ridge?
Drop me off just by the road over there,
and I’ll hike over it to meet you later for
a turkey burger. Get the grill going.”
We laugh.
By the time we pull in at the shop, the
idea of walking the ridge looks pretty
good. I say my “hellos,” tie on my
tennis shoes, grab my red liter bottle of
warm water and head out across the dry
grass fields, burs catching in my socks
within seconds.
Zen teacher Sheri Huber says, “The way
we do anything is the way we do
everything.” I didn’t hear this quote
until a day later. That’s when I realized
the way I hiked to the top of that ridge
is the way I do everything.
My partner is always teasing me about
my ongoing statement, “Hey, I got a
great idea!” because that typically is
the moment the catapult rope is cut
loose, and I’m already flung out into the
middle of the air and headed into my
great idea.
In this case, it was the ridge that called
me. While still in the car, I thought

about how spacious it would look from
the top, how far I’d be able to see. I
thought about the adventure on the
way. Would I find a hawk feather, some
stray bones, an intriguing rock, a piece
of fashioned obsidian left by someone
hunting deer hundreds of years before
my feet walked the dirt on that ridge?
Would I hear a rattlesnake, see a
pileated woodpecker, find the dry hulls
of lupine that painted these hills purple
in the springtime?
There was a lot I didn’t think about.
Those things have an agreement with
us to uncover themselves only in the
middle of our step by step journey. The
field was a lot wider than I thought. For
awhile, I hiked an old wash that came
off the ridge because there were fewer
burs interested in catching a ride in my
clothing. In the dry Earth of the wash, I
saw deer and coyote tracks. I heard the
warbley call of a group of wild turkeys. I
was lucky because the rusty barbed wire
fence at the base of the ridge was loose
enough to crawl through; sometimes
they are strung tight as a guitar and
snap back at you with the vengeance of
an angry grandma.
I didn’t think about the fact it was
still102 degrees at 6 p.m. Half of my
water was gone when I was only kneehigh up the ridge. I followed a road
tamped in the high grasses by a
rancher’s pick-up until it took me too far
to the left and didn’t climb enough for
me to make progress. From there I cut
right on a deer trail. That worked,
meandering up the ridge until first it
squeezed between a fire-burned pine
and the sharp dead branches of a yerba
santa then ended between the hefty,
squeezing shoulders of two manzanita
bushes. While I was crawling through
the undergrowth, twigs breaking off in
my hair, scraping my knees (because

that’s another thing I didn’t think about,
wearing shorts), I wondered how deer
wider than I could gracefully run this
trail everyday. Just on the other side of
the manzanita the trail picked up again,
clear as ever.
Until I got to a place where the deer
trail went straight up the hill and
disappeared onto a shrug of lava
boulders, I didn’t think about the fact
that deer can jump like kangaroo. So I
veered off to the right again, looked at
all the manzanita I’d have to thread my
way through, and I stopped.
I was two thirds of the way up the ridge.
It was steep and hot. The narrow animal
trail was gone; I’d have to make my own
trail for awhile. I looked down at our
friend’s house way across the field. It
looked friendlier down there. I thought
about the view from the top of the
ridge, and it didn’t mean anything in
that moment. “The way we do anything
is the way we do everything.” I was
ready to head back down.
And I stood there. Realizing I wasn’t
talking to myself about hiking this ridge
anymore. I was standing on the side of
that jutting Earth, sliver of new moon
out in front of me, sun setting across
the edge of the shouldering hill. I was
facing who I am. A woman ready to quit
because all my feelings said the whim I
followed to get here wasn’t worth it
anymore. I hadn’t found a hawk feather.
I’d been too busy putting one foot in
front of the other to find a stone that
matched my story of this hike. I hadn’t
seen a single animal on that ridge, only
churned up gopher mounds. Then I
wondered what the gophers were doing
living this high up with no water and no
apparent food. Those gophers were
crazy, just like me or maybe they knew
some secret I didn’t know. continued...

GOING TO THE TOP OF THE RIDGE CONTINUED

SISTER’S SOUL FOOD

I sat for a long time.

Submitted by Pamela Delilah

Then I got up, brushed the red Earth off my shorts and decided
I was going to the top of the ridge.

Quinoa Almond Muffins

My life deserved the integrity of me finishing the walk up that
steep ridge on a really hot day. I needed to show myself I could
reclaim the magic that pulled me into this simple adventure. I
needed to finish, to feel good about stepping out into the idea
of standing on the top of this piece of tall Earth. To do it, I just
kept repeating the mantra, “I’m going to the top of the ridge.”
While all kinds of stray thoughts about myself and the way I do
life bubbled up, I began to sing the mantra to myself. I realized
it didn’t matter how long it took, what I thought it would be like
to get down, how hot and steep it was.
This is simple. I’m going to the top of the ridge. That’s all I’m
doing. I’m going to the top of the ridge.
I got there. It was outrageously beautiful. Standing on the top of
a lichen-covered lava boulder, I looked out to the valleys on
each side of the ridge. Farm land, dry, brittle grass fields,
clusters of houses, green vineyards peeking out around the hill
edges, cars scooting along the highway like bugs, black dot
cows eating in a lush watered field, a large pond sucked dry to
mud by the heat, snaking paths coming off the ridge and across
the fields that would fill four feet deep with water again this
winter. A flicker flew overhead, calling and darting downhill to a
tall gray pine. I looked straight out at the sliver of moon starting
to get brighter in the sky.
I stood on the boulder in gratitude. Me on top of the ridge,
standing eye to eye with the moon. How lucky that I kept
going! How tender that “two thirds up the mountain moment”
felt. How much compassion I held for myself and others when
we’ve only made it “almost,” when doubts and fears sometimes
eat us up, sometimes let us go. I shouted, “Thank you, Spirit,
thank you!” My arms were open wide, and a huge wind blew
into me, cooling me off, dancing with my success. I turned all
the way around on the boulder, looking at every detail I could
see, the colors, the objects, the sky, I recited the names of trees
and shrubs, felt the movement of the air, the heaviness of my
body, the lightness of my spirit, the cool rose quartz necklace
on my chest, the dampness of sweat in my shirt.
The walk down wasn’t easy, but it was fun. Best thing about
being at the top is that you have no choice but to come down. I
skidded down a deep ravine, just barely catching myself. I
crawled through dry, scratchy, broken tree limbs into an
overpoweringly smelly patch of yellow and black wildflowers
that left my clothes smelling tangy and untamed. I drank the
last of my water. It took a long time until I reached the road and
the edge of the wide field. I found my story stone for the trip.
It’s a jaggedy, molten lava-looking piece of green serpentine
shaped like a mountain. I still had to hike across the tar weed
field, filling my socks and shoes with more burs.
By now it was all worth it because I was given the gift of a
saying that will travel with me the rest of my life, “I’m going to
the top of the ridge.”

“Cook Right 4 Your Type by Dr. Peter J. D'Adamo”
1C
1C
1/3 C
2-1/2 tsp
1/4 tsp
1
1C
1/2 C

Quinoa flour
White spelt flour
Turbinado sugar
Baking powder
Salt
Egg
Almond, rice or soy milk
Canola oil

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
Prepare muffin tins using butter, oil, or paper liners.
In one bowl, combine all dry ingredients. In another
bowl, beat egg. Add almond, rice OR rice milk and
oil and stir until blended. Add liquid ingredients to
dry, stirring quickly until just mixed. (Personal note: I
like to add dried currents or dried cranberries.) Fill
tins to almost full. Bake 15 to 20 minutes.

INFORMATION ABOUT QUINOA
Prodounced keen-wa. The tiny quinoa seed contains
a germ with far more protein than any other grain,
and of higher quality. Its amino acids are more
balanced than those of other grains, with high levels
of lysine, methionine and cystine. Not really a grain
at all, quinoa's genus can be found in the herb
family. It was a sacred food of the Incas for centuries.
It ideally complements beans for a complete protein
meal. Among its many recommendations, quinoa is a
source of iron, magnesium, zinc, copper, potassium,
riboflavin, thiamin, niacin, and phosphorus. Quinoa
has reemerged from obscurity and is finding its way
into more people's diets every day. Quinoa's high
protein and low gluten contents, nutty flavor, and
crunchy texture make it a worthwhile addition to
anyone's diet.
INFORMATION ABOUT SPELT
A nonhybridized wheat that was a staple in biblical
times. Spelt contains more protein, amino acids, B
vitamins and minerals than does its distant cousin,
hybridized wheat. It is worthy of noting for its
nonallergenic properties and great nutritive value.
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Like a Drop of Rain Returning to the Ocean
Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

to the immensity of who we really are. This
is the bhodisatvva heart, Joanna explains–
the capacity to suffer with our world.
Whether we are in deathbed attendance to
all that we hold dear or midwifing a new
consciousness, we bring the same
attention, the same compassion, the same
fullness of ourselves to the unfolding of life.

Last spring, I was able to participate in The
Work That Reconnects, a weekend
gathering facilitated by Joanna Macy that
helped me understand why I am so
passionate about Red Lodge.
Joanna is a renowned activist, teacher and
elder of courage and compassion. For many
years and around the world, she has been
inviting people to acknowledge and honor
the despair of our times and to walk through
our grief into the joy of our interdependence
and solidarity with all that is. In the midst of
nearly unfathomable turmoil and upheaval
across the planet, Joanna and others have
begun to speak of the possibility that we are
living in The Great Turning, a time of change
as significant as the Agricultural and
Industrial Revolutions, a time of profound
shifting as we struggle towards a LifeSustaining Society.
Joanna suggests that this is an incredible
time to be alive, potentially a
transformational moment in human history,
in which we may be compassionate
midwives to the demise of the Industrial
Growth Society with its single-minded focus
on maximizing corporate profits and
participants in the birth of a human society
founded on the deep realization that we
are all connected, that we are enough.
In the face of a culture that insists that we
are insufficient, that we always need more,
b-e-t-t-e-r, BIGGER, gratitude is a
revolutionary act. Available at any time and
at no cost, it is a stance of the soul, Joanna
declares, a primal spiritual tradition like the
breath. It is a celebration of life in which
each part contains the whole. Gratitude is
subversive, and gratitude liberates. We are
sufficient; we can be free.
As we walk the wheel, the great spiral of
our own lives, gratitude brings us fully
present to the pain and grief that we know
in the very fiber of our beings is alive in the
world today. We can be both scared and
fearless as we make ready for truth-telling
and honor our pain for the world. This is
essential to our waking to our true nature,

As the Industrial Growth Society crumbles
around us, based as it is on unsustainable
consumption, The Work That Reconnects
points the way that each of us can be
agents of change allied with the long-term
health of the Earth. Joanna identifies three
interdependent, mutually supporting,
reciprocally empowering ways we are
participating in this epochal shift. There are
holding actions that work to slow down the
runaway growth and destruction. There are
emerging new Gaian structures and
patterns of sustainable organization. And
there is a vast shifting in consciousness
sparked by the scientific and spiritual
revolutions and expressed in changing
values and lifestyles. These things are
happening all over the world.
In my life, they are happening in Red
Lodge. In this small, grass-roots,
community-based, self-organizing, nonprofit corporation dreamed by women and
manifested against great odds into the
hubris of our consumer culture, I find the
context for my courage and compassion,
for telling the truth of my despair and grief,
for celebrating my radical aliveness in
gratitude and enoughness. Red Lodge is a
place to share the Truth Mandala, to
practice Open Sentences, to Breathe
Through. Red Lodge is a place where the
Mother Drum sings, and we listen for the
Earth’s heartbeat. Red Lodge is a place
where we explore what it means to
welcome conflict as opportunity, to cocreate self-organizing systems that mirror
nature, to explore the consciousnessshifting and connecting power of song and
dance and prayer.
That our efforts will be successful is not
assured. Life asks us to step forward. It is a
mark of spiritual maturity to give ourselves
to it, Joanna affirms, recognizing that it may
fail. There are no guarantees…only an
exquisite reason to get up every morning
and begin anew. We are living parts of a
living planet.
Acknowledgment: These words are taken from
notes on Joanna Macy’s work including the video
that accompanies her recent book, Coming Back
To Life. Deep gratitude and full credit to her for
the eloquence, beauty and clarity with which she
shares her ideas and feelings.
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PLEASE... CONTRIBUTE TO eNEWS!
Deadline for submissions is the 20th of the
previous month. Web and eNEWS Disclaimer All eNEWS
editions, in whole and or in part, will be on the Internet. The submitter is
totally responsible for the content they submit, whether written, images or
pictures. Submitted information must be original works or you must have
explicit written permission to use their work and have it posted on the
Internet. If other individuals are in pictures that you submit to the eNEWS,
you must gain permission to use and post their picture on the web.
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Prayer Requests: Prayer_Requests@wwrl.org If you have a
prayer request for yourself, a friend or family member, click our
link. Your message will be sent to the WWRL Elder Council
who will honor your request either in our individual ways or
with a prayer council if that is your desire. Please try to let us
know in time to coordinate the members if you would like a
council to hold space at a specific time, such as if you have
surgery scheduled or a vision quest, etc.) Thank you for letting
us be of service to you.
Community Calendar Listing:
wwrl.org/CalendarWelcome.aspx The online community
calendar is our new format for members to list their events.
Go to the link above and follow the steps to enter your activity.
General Articles: Article_Submissions@wwrl.org We invite
women of our community to share their gifts and passions
with us in written form, which they believe may interest others
in our community. Articles must be original works and must
meet 5 of the 15 Red Lodge principles.
Come and Advertise with Us: Advertising@wwrl.org
WWRL fully embraces Community supporting Community. It is
our intention to serve as a vehicle for sharing information
within our community. We invite you to place an ad in eNEWS.
We can even design your ad, either quarter, half or full page.
Ads range from $50 to $200. All proceeds from ad sales apply
to future WWRL projects.
Book Look: Book_Look@wwrl.org With the intention of
sharing information we offer “Book Look” and “Movie
Madness”, fantastic book or film recommendations. If you
think a specific book or movie is a must for the community,
please share it with us and tell us why! At a minimum, simply
provide the title and author. If you wish, you are also welcome
to write the review–130 words or less! (optional).
Sister’s Soul Food: Sisters_Soul_Food@wwrl.org Send your
favorite, tasty, healthy recipes to share with our circle.
Sustainability Corner: Sustainability_Corner@wwrl.org
Come, come, let us sit at the table of life together and feast!!
Is there a book or information source that has inspired you in
relationship to sustainability that you want to recommend? Is
there a business you have used or know of that practices
sustainable manufacturing that you want to share? Is there a
practice you use that could help others to be more
sustainable in any of the three spheres – body, mind or spirit?
Are there products or services you offer that relate to the
concept and vision of sustainability? Write us with ideas
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